The following are pictures from the week ending in 11.1.19 in regards to the East/West Technology Buildings Renovations and Addition Project. This project keeps rolling along as the West Tech side of the project continues to more finishes being completed. The entire Business Division Office Suite is now painted and receiving ceiling grid. The I.S. Office Suite is being painted currently and should start receiving ceiling grid soon as well. A lot of electrical infrastructure is nearly complete in the West Tech side of the project and so wall board will start going up there in the next week or so after all the inspections have been passed. The clerestory windows for the addition progressing and it won’t be long before the curtain wall/entry systems for the north and south ends will arrive on site and being installed. The necessary electrical that will supply the new UPS system for the server room will be in place soon. Additionally the new cooling unit for that room is installed so it won’t be long before the server can be moved to its new base of operation.

Photo #1 was taken outside of West Tech and shows the installation of the new mechanical louver that supplies fresh air to the air-handling in the basement mechanical room. Photo #2 (not shown on building map) was taken from the roof of West Tech and shows the sheathing being installed over the metal framing for the soffit of the addition. After the substrate is finished the exterior insulation finish system (EIFS) will be installed to help finish the soffit. Photo #3 was taken from inside the addition and highlights the first of the frames for the clerestory windows being installed. Photo #4 was taken from inside the Conference Room in the Business Division Office Suite and shows the first of the ceiling grid installed in West Tech.
Photo #5 was taken from inside the new Electrical Room in East Tech and shows the now installed cooling unit that will keep the adjoining Server Room cool thus protecting the servers and UPS system that will reside in that space. Photo #6 shows the completed new entry area that serves both the new art room and adjacent storage room for the art program. Photo #7 shows the progress of the installation of the electrical infrastructure in the new TEAL room in East Tech. Photo #8 shows the progress of the masonry work needed to complete the extension for the north corridor in East Tech.